Abstract. Linearly ordered rings and preordered fields whose first order theory admits quantifier elimination are shown to be real closed fields.
Introduction. An important result of A. Tarski states that the elementary theory of a real closed ordered field admits quantifier elimination. In [1] the following converse of Tarski's theorem was proved: an ordered field whose elementary theory admits quantifier elimination is real closed. In this note we strengthen this converse to the statement of the title. We also generalize in another direction (see Remark 2).
Conventions. Rings are assumed to be associative with unit 1, and are considered as L-structures with L = { + , -, -,0, 1).A linearly ordered ring is by definition a structure (R, < ) with R a ring and < a linear order on R such that for all a, b, c E R: a<b=>a + c<b + c, (a < b and c > 0) =¡> ac < be.
To avoid the trivial case we will also assume that 0 ¥= 1. It follows that the linearly ordered ring (Z, <) is uniquely embedded in any linearly ordered ring. A linearly ordered ring is considered as an L( < )-structure, where L(<)= { + , -, -,0, 1, <}.
The following easy lemma is basic.
Lemma. Let <b(x) be an open L( < )-formula in one free variable x, and let (R, < ) be a linearly ordered ring. Then there is n E N such that
either Vr E R(r > n => (Ä, < ) N <p(r)) or Vr E R(r > n=>(R, < ) N -i<i>(r)).
Proof. The property stated for <p(x) is clearly preserved under taking boolean combinations, so it suffices to consider the case that <b(x) is a formula p(x) > 0, where p(x) E Z[X]. If p(x) is the zero polynomial, the first alternative holds with « = 1, so supposep(x) -adxd + • • • -t-a0, ad, . . . , a0 EZ,ad=£ 0, say ad > 0 (the case ad < 0 is treated similarly).
Then we show that the first alternative holds for n any integer larger than max(|a0|, . . ., \ad\): let r > \a¡\ + 1 for i = 0, . . . Theorem. Let (R, < ) be a linearly ordered ring such that Th(R, < ) admits elimination of quantifiers. Then (R, <) is a real closed ordered field.
Proof. By Theorem 2 of [1] , mentioned in the introduction, we have only to show that R is a (commutative) field. Let Z(x) be an open L( < )-formula defining the centre Z(R ) of R, i.e. (R, < ) 1= Z(x) <-» Vy(yx = xy). Because N c Z(R), the lemma implies that there is n E N such that Vr > n, r E Z(R ). Given any r E R we have either r + n > n (if r > 0), so r + n G Z(Ä), or -r + n > n (if r < 0), so -r + n e Z(/?), and in both cases it follows that r E Z(R ), hence R is commutative.
Similarly, let sq(x) be an open L( < )-formula defining the set of squares sq(R) of R, i.e. (R, < ) N sq(x) <-» B.yO'2 = x). Because n < n2 for n G N, the lemma implies:
(1) there is Mx E N such that Vr G R(r > Mx => r E sq(R)). So again the lemma implies: (2) there is M2 E N such that Vr G R(r > M2 => r is invertible in R). In particular M2 is invertible, and if r > 1, then rM2 > M2, so by (2) rM2 is invertible, which by the preceding remark implies that r is invertible. So we may even assume that (Q, < ) C (R, < ), and a similar argument as above shows (3) each r G R with \r\ > q for some positive rational q is invertible. We will now show (4) each noninvertible element of R is nilpotent. Suppose that r is not invertible and r > 0 (so r is infinitesimal by (3)), and So r has to realize such a disjunction. Combining this fact with the above observation leads to: r is nilpotent or each sufficiently small positive rational number is not in vertible in R. Using (3) we obtain that r is nilpotent, and we have finished the proof of (4).
Before taking the final step in the proof, i.e. (5), we need some preparations. Let p be some prime number larger than Af2 and let Vp be the unique positive solution in R of x2 = p, which exists by (2), and is unique, because, if r > 0, then (Vp + rf = p + 2rVp + r2 >p. Replacing (R, <), if necessary, by a suitable elementary extension, we may assume that R contains an invertible infinitesimal 5, i.e. |5| < q for each rational q > 0. This argument shows that there is an isomorphism of (Z[e, e • Vp ], < ) onto (Z[e, e-(Vp + 8)], <) mapping e and eVp onto e and e(Vp + 8), respectively. By assumption there is an open formula «//( y, z) such that (R, < ) N \L(y, z) <-» 3x(x2 = p A xy = z). Then it follows from (R, < ) N \p(e, eVp ) and the above isomorphism that (R, <)t=i//(e, e(Vp + 8)). But this means that eVp = e(Vp + 8), so e8 = 0, contradicting e ^ 0 and the invertibility of 8. So (5) is proved.
It is clear that (4) and (5), together with the commutativity of R, imply that R is a field. □ Remarks.
(1) Improving at some points the proof of the theorem we see that in fact the following is true. (2) We can extend Theorem 2 of [1] also in another direction: recall that a preordered field is a structure (K, < ) with K a field and < a (partial) order on K such that for all a, b, c G K:
+ c<Z?-f-c, and (a < b A c > 0) => ac < be.
Then we have A preordered field (K, < ) with the property that Th(K, < ) admits elimination of quantifiers is real closed.
Sketch of proof. The lemma and its proof go through for (K, < ). As in the proof of the theorem one can then show that for some MEN each r > M is a square, from which one easily derives (using multiplication with a suitable square) that each r > 0 is a square. Similarly, one shows that each r > 0 is a fourth power. Now, given any r G K, one can then write r2 = s4 for some s E K, so r = s2 or r = -s2, i.e. r > 0 or r < 0. Hence the preorder is a linear order, and we are reduced to Theorem 2 of [1] .
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